Quick Guide
This leaflet summarises the Red Tractor Assurance for the Meat Processing Scheme
including the rules and procedures, the standards and how to become assured.

Meat Processing Scheme
IMPORTANT
The full RTA Meat Processing Scheme Manual details all the information which farmers must read before signing an application form.
Visit www.redtractorassurance.org.uk for more information.
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Red Tractor Assurance for Meat Processing Scheme
What is the Red Tractor Assurance Meat Processing
Scheme?
The Red Tractor Assurance Meat Processing (RTA MP)
scheme provides a single, meat specific standard that is
suitable for single and multi-species plants, regardless of
business size and type. It was previously known as the ABM
Abattoir, Cutting and Packing Plant.
The scope of the RTA MP scheme was extended in May 2012
and includes:
n The slaughter of assured cattle, sheep and pigs
n	The cutting of assured fresh beef, lamb, turkey, chicken and
pork and the production of assured sausages
n	The handling and slicing of assured cooked beef, lamb,
turkey and chicken
The standard covers the core criteria that underpin the
Red Tractor Logo, namely Food Safety, Traceability and
Animal Welfare and ensures the maintenance of Assurance
through every step of processing of an animal into meat.
It is the final link in the assurance supply chain, completing
the farm, livestock transport and auction market schemes.
The RTA MP scheme allows for integration with BRC Global
Standard for Food Safety and the EBLEX QSM standard.

Who offers the RTA Meat Processing Scheme?
There are a number of companies known as certification bodies
(CB) who are licensed to offer certification to the Scheme and
are the routine point of contact for members. You are free to
approach any CB (see back cover). It does not matter which one
you choose because CB’s operate to the same rules and RTA
monitors them closely to ensure they are consistent.
Each CB sets their own fee for this service and costs will vary
depending on a number of factors including; the modules to be
covered, the number of species to be certified and whether the
audit is undertaken at the same time as another standard (e.g.
BRC). Typically the cost ranges from £500 to £800 per year, but
exact costs must be discussed directly with your chosen CB.

How do I join?
1.	Choose a CB and request an RTA Meat Processing Scheme
registration pack and application form. You can request a
registration pack from all CB’s if you wish.
2.	The RTA MP Scheme standards are available from
www.redtractorassurance.org.uk/meatprocessors or
RTA will send you a hard copy if required.
3.	After reviewing the standard and the scheme rules,
complete and return your application form with payment
to your chosen CB and any supporting documentation as
advised in the registration pack. If you have more than one
site and where they have separate Approval numbers, you
will be required to register them separately.

The Audit
Before:

After:

Once your application and fee has been processed the CB will
contact you to arrange an audit visit.

The assessor will submit a report to the CB who will review
the report and decide whether you meet the Scheme
certification requirements.

To prepare for the audit, you should read the standard and
use the online self-audit at www.redtractorassurance.org.uk
to check if you are ready.

During:
Prior to an audit commencing, an opening meeting will be
held. Senior management must be involved in the opening
meeting, and the roles of each person outlined.
The assessor will make a detailed examination of the site
including where relevant the livestock, processes and
products. You must give the assessor access to relevant
parts of the site, key members of staff and relevant records/
documents so that the audit can be carried out in full. All
species you seek certification for must be on site on the day of
your first audit. If the assessor finds that you do not conform
to one or more of the requirements of the standard he or she
will point them out as the audit progresses.
At the end of the audit a closing meeting will be held. Senior
management must be involved in this meeting and the
assessor must outline the non-conformances raised and
the rectification periods.

If any non-conformances were recorded, a certificate will
not be issued until you have rectified them and you must
supply the CB with evidence of rectification within 3 months
of the initial audit or your application will lapse. Evidence
of rectification may take the form of written confirmation,
photos, photocopies, a letter from an independent e.g.
veterinarian or a reassessment visit.
Any costs associated with rectifying your non-conformances,
including any additional audits will be borne by you.

When can I sell my products as assured?
Once you are fully certified and the CB has issued a Certificate
of Conformity, either on paper or virtual format, you can then
sell the product(s) (specified on the certificate) that have met
the definition of assurance, as ‘Assured’. The CB will also
enter your status on the Scheme database as ‘assured’ and
your customers will be able to check your assurance status by
contacting RTA.
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Red Tractor Assurance Meat Processing Standards
The standards are organised in the following modules:
n Food Safety
n Traceability
n Animal Welfare
n Pork Quality
The food safety module is only applicable to members who are
not certified to the BRC Global Standard for Food Safety.
Outlined below is a brief description of where the RTA MP standards
go above legislation – i.e. this is the list of what you would need to
do to become assured, that you may not be doing already.
NB: for the full standard and full detail, refer to the standard
manual. In most cases clauses apply to abattoirs and cutting
plants – however, some apply to abattoir only (AB stated next to
the clause), some cutting plant only (CP), and some cutting plants
that slice cooked meats (CPCM).
The Pork Quality Module has been excluded from this summary.
Most of the Pork Quality criteria is above legislation and is also
quite detailed and should be read in full.
Food Safety Module
Food safety and general management
n	The FS policy must be signed off by company director(s)
n	Management reports about the sites compliance position
(e.g. complaints, audit reports) provided to accountable persons
n HACCP
– Team must be multidisciplinary
– Team leader holds a formal food hygiene qualification
– Plan must include a statement of plan scope and production
process flow diagram
n	Crisis management plan – developed, accessible to relevant
personnel and reviewed annually
n	Complaint management system – documented procedures for
investigating and managing complaints
n	Complaint information collated, recurring issues identified and
information shared with management
n	Schedule of internal audits to establish if procedures are
working and results shared with management
Site standards
n	The perimeter and grounds must be maintained and
accumulated rubbish kept in controlled areas
n	Glass windows in production and storage areas must be
protected against breakage
n	Changing facilities must allow direct entry to production
n	Facilities must be provided for storage of outdoor clothing and
personal items
n	Handwashing facilities must be provided on access to storage,
production and packing areas
n	Boot washing facilities must be provided on entrance and exit
to lairage and production areas and must contain an approved
disinfectant
n	Wood, glass and brittle materials are not permitted in open food
areas unless they have been protected. Sources of contamination
(e.g. staples, pins) are not permitted in production areas
n	A record of glass/ brittle material location must be kept
n	Documented knife damage and loss procedure.
n	Sites handling raw and cooked meats must put procedures in
place in accordance with the FSA’s guidance on E. Coli Control
of Cross Contamination Guidance. A copy of the guidance must
be held on site (CCPM)
n	Pest control procedures and bait/ trap points must be
documented in a pest control manual/ plan. Inspection reports
must be reviewed and analysed for trends
n	Documented cleaning procedures – setting out the frequency
and methods for all areas of the site and equipment
n	Visual cleanliness check pre production
n	Programme of testing to verify the effectiveness of the cleaning
procedures. Results shared with management

n	For

sites handling/ processing open cooked meats, dedicated
cleaning facilities, equipment, chemicals and staff, must be
used (CPCM)
n	Documented plan for building and equipment maintenance
n	Following maintenance the area must be cleaned and
disinfected, a documented sign off completed before production
recommences and a record kept
n	Documented plan for the calibration of equipment
n	Documented transport procedures, including the requirement to
check vehicles used to transport product are clean. Records of who
made the check
n	Boxed product must not be placed directly onto the transport
floor – pallets or clean polythene sheeting must be used
n	Cooked meats must be segregated during transport from raw meat
(open or packed). A vehicle used to transport open raw meat must
be C&D’d before being used for cooked meat (CPCM)
n	Documented procedures for maintaining products at the
correct temperature (including temperature requirements for
different production areas and temperature monitoring)
Production and Process Controls
n	The site must have a clean livestock policy. Documented
procedures must be in place to monitor the cleanliness of
incoming stock and ensure only clean livestock are slaughtered
n	Farmers who persistently fail on livestock cleanliness or medicine
withdrawal periods must be reported to the appropriate farm
assurance scheme
n	Raw materials and packaging must be purchased from
approved suppliers (approved by audit, questionnaire or
third party certification)
n	Raw material specifications detailing the product’s chemical,
microbiological and physical standards must be in place
n	A documented procedure for the receipt of raw materials and
packaging, detailing checks to be made must be kept – and a record
of checks made
n	Raw materials with a chemical or micro risk to product safety,
must be checked against their specification (to a set sampling plan)
n	Controls must be in place between clean and dirty areas to
prevent contamination
n	Finished retail packs must be metal detected (except in small cutting
plants with a risk assessed operation and documented controls that
minimise the risk of metal contamination). Metal detectors must
have an automatic rejection device or a belt stop system
n	There must be a schedule of finished product testing to ensure
despatched products are safe and legal. Test results must be
recorded, issues corrected and reported to senior management
People
n	Only authorised personnel should have access to production
and storage areas
n	Fingernails must be short, clean and free of varnish (false
fingernails aren’t permitted)
n	No perfume, aftershave or excessive makeup
n	Smoking and drinking must not be carried out in storage,
toilets or changing facilities
n	Personal items must not be taken into production areas
n	If jewellery (in addition to a plain wedding band) is worn for medical
or religious reasons a risk assessment must be undertaken
n	Employees working in the dirty area must be provided with a change
of clean clothing and footwear to enter food production areas
n	A completed health questionnaire or medical certificate must be
held for all employees working in food production and storage
areas. Visitors must complete and sign a health questionnaire
before entering food production or storage areas
n	Employees suffering from illness or disease must not return to
work until they have had 48hours clear from symptoms or they
have written medical clearance from a GP
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Red Tractor Assurance Meat Processing Standards (continued)
n	Document

that sets out the protective clothing requirements
for personnel
n	Persons must wear company issued, suitable, clean protective
clothing and footwear at all times in food production and
storage areas
n	Training records must be held for all employees, kept for the
duration of employment and at least 12months after the employee
has left the company
n	Employees with positions of accountability must have access
to external technical support, information, legislation, codes
of practice and be able to demonstrate CPD
Traceability Module
n	Documented procedures to ensure traceability from intake to
dispatch must be in place, and include a flow diagram/ written
explanation of the process and identify the risks to traceability
on site
n	Cutting only – product must be labelled with a number/ code
unique to the day’s intake/ production
n	Claims must only be made on eligible products (see definition
of assurance)
n	There must be a system in place to validate claims made.
– Abattoirs must verify the assurance status of the animal
(farm holding, markets, collection centre, vehicle, residency
period) (AB)
– Cutting plants verify the assurance status of the supplier (e.g.
abattoir) and receive written confirmation of the product’s
assurance status (CP)
n	The traceability system must be tested regularly (once a month).
Trace tests must be undertaken on a variety of products (including
those that could cause a risk to the system e.g. non assured)
throughout the year
n	Trace test results and corrective actions must be recorded and
shared with management
Animal Welfare Module
n	Lairage pens (in use) must be C&D’d at least weekly. Facilities
must be available to do this
n Livestock vehicle wash facilities must be provided on site and
be suitable for size and number of vehicles

n	A

visual check of the unloading, lairage and handling facilities
must be undertaken pre-arrival of livestock. Issues must be
recorded and reported to AWO.
n	Livestock arrival and unloading times must be recorded in
the lairage
n	The health and welfare of livestock must be checked at arrival
n There must be a documented procedure for the arrival of ill,
injured or down on arrival livestock
n	Livestock must be penned at appropriate stocking densities –
they must be able to lie down, rise and turn around. Pigs must
be penned at a density of no greater than 235km/m2
n	Guidance must be provided to staff on the normal number range
of livestock each pen is capable of holding
n	Feed and bedding purchase records must be kept. Hay, silage,
straw given as feed does not need to be assured – but all other
feed materials must be
n	Driving boards must be available for the movement of pigs
n	Staff must be monitored to ensure they are handling animals
and using handling aids correctly. A record including results and
corrective action must be recorded and reported to the animal
welfare manager
n	The site must have a standard operating procedure for the
stunning and killing of livestock and a schedule for monitoring
the effectiveness of stunning and killing
n	Only assured livestock that have been pre-stunned can be
considered assured or eligible for the RT logo
n	If the stun does not kill the animal, the two carotid arteries
must be severed without delay
n	Instructions for the use and maintenance of stunning/
restraining equipment must be held by AW manager (where
manufacturer has produced them)
n	The AW manager must maintain a record of serious welfare
incidents that occur on site, investigate them and take action to
prevent a reoccurrence. Where relevant the incident should be
reported to interested parties (e.g. assurance scheme).
n	Internal auditing must be undertaken to ensure welfare
procedures are effective and working.

Definition of ‘Assured’ Livestock and Meat Products
Summarised below is the scheme definition of ‘assured’. To see the full definition see page 13 of the standard manual.
For livestock and meat products that derive from livestock to
be labelled or marketed as ‘assured’, the criteria below must
be met. This criteria must be verified:
For an animal to be considered assured it must:
a. Derive from a farm assured holding,
b.	Have been on the assured farm for the specie specific
minimum residency period.
– Cattle - 90 days before slaughter
– Sheep - 60 days before slaughter.
	(NB- This period may be shared between more than one
assured holding).
– Pigs must have been kept on an assured holding(s) for
their whole life.
c.	it must be transported to the abattoir in an assured
livestock vehicle either by:
n	a vehicle used by a farm assured member for transporting
their own stock;
n	or a vehicle assured under a Livestock Transport scheme

d.	For cattle and sheep to be considered assured, any
movements through markets or collection centres within
the residency periods, must be through an assured site.
e.	For a carcase to be considered as assured it must derive
from an animal pre-stunned and killed in an assured abattoir
f.	For bought-in meat products to be classed as assured they
must be obtained from an assured meat plant certified for
the species/ product and the process undertaken, the product
must be labelled as assured and be accompanied by written
confirmation of its assurance status (therefore confirming
the product meets the criteria stated above). Product must
not be processed as assured, until confirmation of its
assurance status has been received (either via the delivery
documentation or separate written confirmation).
For product to be described as eligible for the Red Tractor Logo with
the Union flag or to carry the Red Tractor Logo with the union flag
it must be assured (as defined above) and be derived from livestock
that were born, reared, slaughtered and the product processed and
packed in the United Kingdom. To put the Red Tractor Logo on food
the site must be licensed (by Assured Food Standards) and the logo
must only be used in accordance with the rules.
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Maintaining Assurance
Do I have to renew my membership?
Yes membership is for one year
You will be invited to renew your membership on an annual
basis. This will be 12 months after the initial audit and every
12 months thereafter. Membership renewal and certification
for the next 12 months will be conditional on receipt of the
appropriate fee on or before the renewal date. Failure to
renew within one month of the renewal date will result in
the membership being terminated and you will no longer
be able to sell product as assured. If you reapply your
membership will not be backdated and you will be treated
as a new applicant, and cannot sell product as assured until
you have had a satisfactory initial audit.

How often will I be assessed?
Once certified the CB will make regular audits (at least one
per certificate lifecycle – or two per certificate lifecycle if you
are assured for pork) and to maintain your certificate you
must continue to conform to the Standard at all times. You
must notify your CB of any material changes to your operation
that might affect your certification, or the food safety,
traceability or welfare of assured livestock or products. You
must update your flow diagrams (for production process and
traceability) where applicable and provide a copy to the CB.

Is the surveillance audit different to the first/initial audit?
Yes, but only in terms of:
The length of time you have to rectify your non-conformances.
Non-conformances raised in the routine audit must normally
be rectified in 28days of the visit. Failure to rectify within
28days will result in your certificate being suspended.
The audit can occur at any time during the year, at the
CB’s discretion.
If you are certified for pork, the second audit you have in the
year will focus on traceability and pork quality and may be
undertaken at short notice. All other routine audits will take
the same format as your initial audit.

Do I need to have all species/ products I’m certified for
on-site during each audit?
At your first audit, the assessor will need to see all species/
products on site. However, it is recognised it is not always
possible for all species/products to be on site on the day of
the following routine audits. Assured pork processors must
have assured pigs/pork/pork sausages on site in at least one
of the two audits undertaken annually. For all other species/
products, each assured specie/product must be onsite (and be
seen to be slaughtered/cut) during at least one routine audit
in 24 months.

What does it mean if a certificate is suspended?
It means that product cannot be sold as assured.
Suspensions occur as a result of not rectifying nonconformances within 28 days. The CB will also reserve the
right to suspend your certification in the case of a large
number of such non-conformances or in the event of the
same non-conformance being found on successive audit
visits and external evidence.
You may ask the CB for a voluntary suspension of one, some,
or all of the processes or species covered by the certificate.

What does it mean if a certificate has been withdrawn?
This also means product cannot be sold as assured. This
happens when a certificate has been suspended for at least
three months and no action has been taken by the member.
The CB withdraws the certificate and reserves the right to bar
future applications or specify particular conditions for re-entry
into the Scheme to businesses and premises where the
certificate has been withdrawn in these circumstances.

Are there any other rules I should be aware of?
You must notify your CB of any prosecutions brought, or likely
to be brought against you in relation to any issues covered
in the Standard. Any information will be treated on a caseby-case basis. The CB holds the right to refuse/terminate
membership and withdraw certificates if the Scheme is
brought into disrepute by a member.
The RTA Meat Processing Scheme Manual contains all the
detailed rules and procedures including confidentiality and data
protection clauses, use of trademarks, logos and disclaimers.

Common Questions
By being a member of RTA MP will I
be able to use the Red Tractor Logo?
The RTA MP scheme is one of the
recognised schemes for the RT logo
– but to use the RTL on food packs,
invoices or point of sale you need a
packer license from Assured Food
Standards. To apply for a license go to
www.redtractorlicenceapplication.org.uk

The site has BRC – do I need the RTA MP scheme too?
If the site is an abattoir, then yes (if you want to describe
product as assured) – BRC Global Standard does not cover
animal welfare. If you have BRC certification, to avoid
duplication you will not be audited to the Food Safety module.
For cutting plants and catering butchers, if you have BRC you
can have RTA MP too (the site would only be audited to the

Traceability module and Pork Quality (if applicable)) – but if
you are a Red Tractor Logo licensee or EBLEX QSM, you may
not need RTA MP for their scheme’s/ logos – give them a call
to discuss.
If you have BRC and your certification ceases or lapses, you
must inform your RTA MP Certification body.

The Pork Quality Module is new – how does this compare
to BQAP?
The main difference between the RTA MP scheme and
BQAP is that RTA does not require BRC Global Standard
certification. Every effort has been made to ensure that all
other pork standards are equivalent to the BQAP standards.
Please note that the RTA MP scheme does not cover the
production of Bacon and Ham – the BMPA Charter schemes
cover these products.
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Contact Details
For more information on the RTA Meat Processing scheme, contact:
RTA Beef and Lamb (Stoneleigh office)
Tel: 02476 478 630
email: meatprocessors@redtractorassurance.org.uk

web: www.redtractorassurance.org.uk

(from here you can get an electronic copy of the full manual, request an application pack and members/new
members can access additional member resources such as guidance and the online self-assessment.)

The following Certification Bodies are licensed to offer certification to the RTA Meat Processing Scheme.
Contact them for an application pack.
Northern Ireland Food Chain Certification (NIFCC)
Operations Centre, Lissue House, 31 Ballinderry Road,
LISBURN, Northern Ireland, BT28 2SL
Tel: 028 9263 3017

Fax: 028 9263 3003

email: info@nifcc.co.uk

web: www.nifcc.co.uk

NSF-CMi Certification Ltd

Hanborough Business Park
Long Hanborough, Oxford OX29 8SJ
Tel: 01993 885664

Fax: 01993 885609

email: enquiries@nsf-cmicertification.com

web: www.nsf-cmi.com

PAI

The Inspire, Hornbeam Park,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 8PA
Tel: 01423 878878

email: enquiries@thepaigroup.com

web: www.thepaigroup.com

A s s u r e d

SAI Global Assurance Services
Tel: 01908 249974

Fax: 01908 249965

F a r m

PO Box 6236, Milton Keynes, MK1 9ES
email: foodsafety@saiglobal.com

web: www.saiglobal.com/assurance/food-safety

SFQC Ltd

Royal Highland Centre, 10th Avenue
Ingliston, Edinburgh EH28 8NF
Tel: 0131 335 6600

Fax: 0131 335 6601

email: info@sfqc.co.uk

web: www.sfqc.co.uk

For more information on the Red Tractor Logo and packer licensing, contact:
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Red Tractor Assurance (London Office)
Tel: 020 7630 3320
email: enquiries@redtractor.org.uk

